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Putting it Together
The tasks that need to be done:

FP – Frame preparation (includes front fork and fenders).
FW – Mounting and aligning front wheel.
BW – Mounting and aligning back wheel.
DE – Attaching the derailleur to the frame.
GC – Installing the gear cluster.
CW – Attaching the chain wheel to the crank.
CR – Attaching the crank and chain wheel to the frame.
RP – Mounting right pedal and toe clip.
LP – Mounting left pedal and toe clip.
FA – Final attachments (handlebars, seat, brakes, etc.)



  

How long to put one together?
Experience has shown that on average each of these 
tasks takes the following amount of time (in minutes):

Job Time
FP 7
FW 7
BW 7
DE 2
GC 3
CW 2
CR 2
RP 8
LP 8
FA 18



  

How long to put one together?
Thus, it would take 64 minutes to put a bicycle together. 

If two assemblers were to work on a single bike, they 
should be able to put one together in 32 minutes, so in 
an 8 hour day a team should produce 15 bikes. 

But this is a naïve computation. There are clearly tasks 
that need to be finished before others can be started and 
this will change how fast an assembly will take.

Furthermore, management requires:
  1) No assembler can be idle if there is a task that he or 
she can be doing, and
  2) Once an assembler starts a task, they must continue 
working on it until it is finished.



  

A Schedule
A table of which jobs need to be finished first is:

These jobs can start After these are finished
FA FP, FW, BW, GC, DE
BW GC, DE, FP
FW FP

GC, CW DE
LP, RP CR, CW, GC

CR CW

A schedule which satisfies all the constraints is:



  

Speed Up?
The Acme management, in order to produce more 
bicycles per day, has rented new electric tools which cuts 
the time for each of the tasks by 1 minute. 

Now, all the schedules with these new times do no better 
than this one:



  

Another try!
As it now took longer to assemble a bike, the Acme 
management returned the rented power tools and decided 
to increase each team to 3 assemblers. 

To their surprise, the best schedules that were now 
possible are similar to the following:



  

Scheduling
As this example is meant to show, scheduling problems are 
not necessarily easy and can lead to surprising results. 
    However, scheduling problems arise in almost all areas 
of human activity. Typically such problems can range from 
the allocation of manpower and resources in a highly 
complex project (such as the Viking Mars mission which 
required coordination of the simultaneous activities of more 
than 20,000 people or the instantaneous control of a 
modern electronic telephone network) to something as 
(relatively) simple as the preparation of a 7-course French 
meal. A number of scheduling models have been rather 
thoroughly studied in order to understand why the 
unpredictable behavior occurs, how bad such effects can 
ever be and how they can be avoided or minimized.  



  

Terminology
The model for scheduling consists of:
     A system of m identical processors, P

1
,P

2
, ..., P

m
 and 

a collection of tasks A, B, C, ... T, ... which are to be 
performed by the processors according to certain rules.
Any processor is capable of performing any task although 
at no time can a processor be performing more than one 
task. Each task T has an associated processing time, a 
positive number t(T). Once a processor starts a task, it is 
required to finish that task in time t(T). 
    Between pairs of tasks, say A and B, there may exist 
precedence constraints, A → B which means that in any 
schedule task A must be completed before task B can 
start. We will assume there are no cycles in the 
precedence constraints. A processor is not allowed to be 
idle if there is some task it could be performing. 



  

Terminology

The basic scheduling problem is to determine how the 
finishing time depends on the processing times and 
precedence constraints of the tasks, the number of 
processors, and the strategies used for constructing the 
schedules. In particular, we would like a method to 
determine schedules that have the earliest possible 
finishing time. 



  

Critical Path Scheduling
One of the most common methods in use for constructing 
schedules involves what is known as critical path 
scheduling. This forms the basis for the construction of 
so-called PERT networks which have found widespread 
use in project management. The basic idea is that any 
time a processor has finished a task, it should try to 
choose the most urgent task as the next task to start 
working on. By most urgent we mean that task which 
heads the chain of unexecuted tasks which has the 
greatest sum of processing times. This “longest” chain is 
termed a critical path since its tasks are the most likely to 
be the bottlenecks in the overall completion of the whole 
set of tasks. In critical path (CP) scheduling, tasks which 
head the current critical paths are always chosen as the 
next tasks to execute.



  

Activity Networks
A convenient visualization of the data for CP analysis is 
called an activity network.

In an activity network each task is represented by a vertex. 
An arc from A to B indicates the precedence relation A → B. 
The arcs are labeled with the duration time of the 
predecessor task (the one from which the arc leaves). 

There will be a Start (source) and a Finish (sink) vertex in 
the network.



  

Example of an Activity Network
To construct a garage we must:

Activity Duration (in days)
A prepare foundations 7
B make and position door frame 2
C lay drains, floor base and screed 15
D install services and fittings 8
E erect walls 10
F plaster ceiling 2
G erect roof 5
H install door and windows 8
I fit gutters and pipes 2
J paint outside 3

With precedence relations:
E → D            A, B  → E         D, G → F          E → G
G → H           C, F  → I                 I → J



  

Example of an Activity Network

  Start
Finish

 A

 B

 C

E

 G

 D

 H

 F  I  J

0

0

0

   7   10

  2     10

  15

8             2            2          3

5

5
8



  

Drawing an Activity Network
An easy method to draw activity networks uses the 
algorithm:
   1) Construct the precedence digraph, i.e., each vertex is 
a task, and an arc from A to B is drawn if A → B.
   2) Each vertex with no in-arcs is listed in a single 
column of the network digraph. 
   3) These vertices and their out-arcs are removed from 
the digraph. 
   4) Steps 2 and 3 are repeated with vertices from step 2 
being placed in a new column to the right of other 
columns until there are no vertices left.
   5) Put in arcs and duration times, a start vertex leading 
to each of the tasks in the first column with 0 duration, and 
a finish vertex that all vertices with no out-arcs go to.



  

Bicycle Activity Network

GC

DE

CW

FP

FW

FA

RP

BW

LP

CR

First remove FP and DE

GC

CW

FW

FA

RP

BW

LP

CR

Remove CW, GC and FW



  

Bicycle Activity Network

FA

RP

BW

LP

CR
Remove CR and BW

FA

RP LP Remove all remaining



  

Putting it together

GC

DE

CW

FP

FW FA

RP

LP

CR

BW

Start

0

0

7

2

2

7

3

2

3

3

7

7

2

2

Finish

18

8

8



  

Finding Critical Paths
Given an activity network we find critical paths by:
    1) Going forward through the network and recording for    
        each task the earliest starting time,
    2) Using the finish time from 1) go backwards through      
        the network and record the latest starting time for each 
        task,
    3) A critical path is identified by those tasks where the      
        two recorded times are equal. 

The tasks along a critical path must be started exactly at 
the time recorded while other tasks have some flexibility 
and can be started at any point between the earliest and 
latest start times.



  

8             2            2          3

Example

  Start

Finish

 A

 B

 C

E

 G

 D

 H

 F  I  J

0

0

0

   7   10

  2     10

  15

5

5
8

0/

0/

0/

7/

17/

17/

22/

25/ 27/ 29/ 32/
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Example

  Start

Finish

 A

 B

 C

E

 G

 D

 H

 F  I  J

0

0

0

   7   10

  2     10

  15

5

5
8

0/0

0/5

0/12

7/7

17/19

17/17

22/24

25/25 27/27 29/29 32/32

Critical Path : A E D F I J



  

Example
A schedule which achieves the minimal time will have a 
“backbone” consisting of the critical path and having the 
other tasks fitted in to satisfy the precedence relations. 

For our example this would be:

Proc - 1 A E D F I J
Proc - 2 B C G H

                                             7                                      17                           25     27   29         32

                                 5                                                  17                22                            30



  

No Guarantee for CP
While using the critical path is a very common scheduling 
technique, do we know that it produces the best (optimal) 
solution?

Consider the following schedule: Tasks A – D take 1 unit of 
time, tasks E – F and L take 10 units of time, and tasks H-K 
take 3 units of time. Task A must precede H, I, J, and K, and 
these 4 tasks (H-K) must precede task L. If there are 4 
processors, the critical path schedule would be:

A H I J K L
E B
F C
G D

               1             4            7            10            13                                            23



  

No Guarantee for CP

On the other hand it is not hard to show that the optimal 
schedule would be:

A H E
B I F
C J G
D K L

             1                    4                                                                          14

Thus we see that the critical path method would 
produce a schedule that is almost twice as long as the 
optimal solution.



  

Performance Guarantees
One can ask, just how bad can it get? That is, in the worst 
case, how far off can a scheduling solution be from the 
best possible (optimal) schedule in terms of finishing 
times?

We have the following result concerning changing the 
processor times:

Theorem: Let f denote the finishing time of a schedule for 
m processors using times t(A), t(B), ... and f' denote the 
finishing time for a schedule using processing times t'(A), 
t'(B), ... . If t'(T) ≤ t(T) for all tasks T, then 

f '
f

 2− 1
m

.



  

Some Special Cases
When the scheduling problem is simplified it may be 
possible to show that the critical path solution is actually 
optimal. 

     One situation of this type is when all the processing 
times are the same (and equal to 1) and the precedence 
constraints are “tree-like”, meaning that every task has at 
most one successor (in the digraph each vertex has at 
most one out-arc.)

     A second situation occurs when all the processing 
times are the same, but there are only two processors 
(with no restriction on the precedence relations). 



  

Bin Packing
One interesting type of scheduling problem turns the 
problem around. Instead of fixing the number of 
processors and trying to finish as soon as possible, we 
can ask how few processors can be used and still 
complete all the tasks by a given deadline d. With no 
precedence constraints, this is more commonly called the 
bin packing problem. 

     The standard statement of the problem is: Given a set 
of items, I

1
, I

2
, ... with item I

k
 having weight w

k
, pack all of 

the items into the minimum number of identical bins each 
of which has a fixed capacity W. (As a scheduling problem 
the bins are processors and the capacity is the deadline 
d.)



  

Bin Packing
There are several approaches to the bin packing problems 
(which in some simple special cases have been shown to 
be NP-hard problems) but we will only look at two of them.

     Assume that the weights are arbitrarily put into a list L. 
One at a time each item in the list is placed in the smallest 
(the bins are indexed) bin in which it will fit. This is called 
the first-fit packing of L. [We assume at the outset that no 
w

k
 > W, otherwise no packing is possible.]

    If FF(L) denotes the number of bins needed by a first-fit 
packing and OPT(L) the optimal number of bins then
                         FF(L) ≤ 17/10 OPT(L) + 2.



  

Bin Packing
Here is a simple example of a first-fit packing:

     L : 1, 5, 3, 7, 3, 2, 7, 8, 4

with bins of capacity 10.

    bin 1 :  1, 5, 3
    bin 2 :  7, 3
    bin 3 :  2, 7
    bin 4 :  8
    bin 5 :  4



  

Bin Packing
To improve the algorithm, we could first sort the list L into 
a decreasing list of weights (but note that if there are a 
large number of items this might be expensive to do, and 
sometimes it will be impossible) before applying the first-fit 
algorithm. This will be called the first-fit decreasing 
packing.

     For our example :  L = 8, 7, 7, 5, 4, 3, 3, 2, 1
and we get
      bin 1 : 8, 2
      bin 2 : 7, 3
      bin 3 : 7, 3
      bin 4 : 5, 4, 1
which is the optimal solution for this problem. 



  

Bin Packing

The behavior of the first-fit decreasing packings is 
surprisingly good. In particular if FFD(L) is the number 
of bins required for this algorithm then

FFD(L)11
9
OPT(L)6

9
.

This bound is tight (meaning that there is an example 
which meets the bound) – Dósa (2007)
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